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FOREWORD 
 

LAC Leonard W “Abbie” Abbs, 211 Sqdn, Royal Air Force 
 

The vast majority of the current archive information about Len Abbs and his RAF memoirs is taken from 
the official 211 Squadron.org website compiled by D. Clark.  Len’s contribution was by means of a series 
of letters to Adrian Fryatt (son of one of Len’s wartime buddies).  Relevant material has been re-organised 
into three consecutive parts {as best as possible} and minimally edited in the interests of clarity and 
continuity (in green font thus) by Noah Scott, Archivist for the Brotherhood of Veterans of the Greek 
Campaigns 1940-41. 
 
Introduction (presumably by D.Clark) 
 
Seeking information about his father Jim’s time in 211 Squadron, Adrian Fryatt got in touch with Len Abbs 
(“Abbie” to his Squadron mates) just on ten years ago. Although in somewhat indifferent health at that 
time, Len started writing back and is still writing. He remembers Jim and has generously agreed to my use 
of his letters and photographs as part of the 211 Squadron history. 
 
Born in Norwich, Len was already working in photography when he joined the RAF in July 1938 at the age 
of 18. He went on to train in RAF photographic work at Farnborough before being posted to 9 Squadron 
(Vickers Wellington bombers). He was then posted to 211 Squadron, joining them at El Dabaa on the 
Mediterranean coast of Egypt on March 12 1940 at that uncertain stage of World War II known as the 
Phoney War, before even the Battle of France had begun. One of the originals posted with 211 Squadron 
to the Far East, there he was taken captive along with some 300 other ground-crew members of the 
Squadron, at the fall of Java in March 1942. 
 
Len still regularly corresponds with Adrian and Debbie, and with me. His letters, even in darker 
circumstances, are always something special to read. Len: we dip our lids. 
 
Letters from Len (presumably by D.Clark) 

In his letters, Len remarks with good humour about the state of his spelling and memory. On the contrary, 
his letters are a sprightly, detailed, orderly narrative that form a poignant account of events half a world 
away and 70 years past. 

A brief note on style: in deference to Len’s own remarks, I have silently tidied up his spelling and have 
omitted personal asides unrelated to his narrative, shown as [...]. Any amplifications are shown [thus]. I've 
made no other alterations: Len's tale is his own and a fine narrative of one man's part in a great tragedy, 
to be honoured of itself.  Pray read and contemplate, but cavil not at his expression nor at his feelings 
regarding his captors. 


